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STORMWATER SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Wear proper protection such as safety glasses, gloves and proper clothing when
collecting samples. If you happen to get some of the acid on your skin or clothing,
rinse immediately with large amounts of water. If the acid gets into your eyes, wash
with large amounts of water and seek medical attention at once.
Don’t rinse the preserved bottles since they contain an acid as a preservative.
pH must be measured in the field within 15 minutes of collection using wide range (0 to
14) pH strips. Record pH, date/time measured and the name of the analyst on the
chain of custody.
Total suspended solids is collected in a ½ gallon plastic bottle with no preservative.
Oil & grease is collected in a 1 liter amber glass bottle containing sulfuric acid
preservative.
All sample bottles must be full.
If other parameters are to be analyzed, additional sample containers may be needed.
Check with the lab if you have any questions about extra sample containers.
Fill out the label completely on each bottle, including the company name, date and
time of the sampling, the sample location, and the person sampling. Completely fill out
a Chain of Custody including “Analysis Required”. Each sample point must be on a
separate Chain of Custody.
See http://www.walab.com/StormWaterChainOfCustodyExample.pdf for an example of
how to fill out a Chain of Custody.
Cool samples in an ice chest. Bring the samples to the lab immediately. Samples must
be transported on ice.
Thank you for choosing Western Analytical Laboratories as the lab for your
Stormwater Monitoring Program. Call us if you have any questions.
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